Project Drafter
How does kicking off your career with a growing, global business sound? Being welcomed into a
supportive team of digital artists, landscape architects and 3D designers? Contributing to
bringing fun and laughter to kids all over the world? We’re not exaggerating. We’re in the
business of play and have a lot of fun delivering to our customers.
We’re adding a Project Drafter to our Visualization (Viz) Team. That’s the team who translate our
customers’ dreams into compelling designs and realistic renders before our engineering group
takes over to create the technical specifications our production team uses to build the actual
park features. So, yes, you’re a critical contributor to bring concepts to life as playground
installations that create community across the globe.
Your role is to collaborate with our sales team to draft functional AutoCad plans and create
schematic designs that align with our clients’ vision, convey our unique design philosophy and
meet construction and safety standards. That might mean you’re calling dealers to confirm a
design element, consulting our technical experts about product specifications, or scrutinizing
elevation plans and schematics to confirm feature placement on a splashpad. With your strong
comprehension of technical drawings (construction, fabrication, installation), and ability to
convey information for audiences with varying levels of technical backgrounds, you can build
technical manuals and supporting documentation for our diverse product lines.
Your world is project-focused, and deadline driven. If you’re able to be detail-oriented and
methodical while maintaining accuracy at a fast pace, you’ll likely thrive here. If you have
technical post-secondary education (mechanical or civil engineering or drafting), talent in 2D
AutoCAD programs (Revit is a bonus), outstanding communication and customer service skills,
and a great sense of humor, we’d like to hear from you.
We want to get to know you better—what motivates you, your communication style, how you
make decisions—so ask all applicants to complete this short assessment by following this link
to the Predictive Index. We promise: The Predictive Index is not an aptitude test, and there are
no right or wrong answers.

Please apply to careers@waterplay.com with “Drafter” in the subject line or via mail, to:
Careers | Waterplay Solutions Corp. 805 Crowley Ave Kelowna BC V1Y 7G6

We’re grateful for everyone who invests time and energy to apply and we will directly contact those
of you we’re keen to learn more about.
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